Strategies of ecological restoration based on the processes of ecological degradation
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Abstract: The ecological degradation have been aggravated under the background of global climate change and increasing social-economic development. It is important to ascertain the process and mechanism of ecological degradation, which is considered prerequisite of choosing effective restoration measures. This paper further discussed and clarified the degradation mechanism in terms of retrogressive succession, aviation from natural state and impairing mechanism of the ecosystem. According to the differences in speed and tendency, the degradation processes was classified into four categories including ecological "mutation", "jump", "gradient" and "pulse" and the characteristics were then analyzed, and followed by the analysis, it was put forward that different restoration methods including ecological rehabilitation, restoration, recovery or comprehensive methods should be applied respectively. It was then concluded that the ecological restoration should aim at improving the function of ecosystem, which is the inevitable trend for ecological restoration studies.

Introduction

Ecological degradation, which is considered to be one of the most severe environmental challenges in the world [1], reflects the combined effects by ecological matrix, internal motive actors and external disturbance. Therefore, it is important to ascertain the driving factors, process and mechanism of ecological degradation, which has been becoming the key step of improving restoration effects. With the continuous attention as well as the development of restoration technologies, ecological restoration has been included in some large scale programmes such as Strategic Plan for the U.S. Biosphere Reserve Program, International Geosphere-Biosphere Program (IGBP), and International Human Dimensions Programme on Global Environmental Change (IHDP), and certain experiences have been accumulated in terms of vegetation recover in desertification land, comprehensive treatment for water and soil loss, vegetation recover in degraded grassland, ecological restoration in mining area, and the selection of suitable restoration species [2,3,4].

However, the restoration of degraded ecosystem is an extremely slow process, and academic disputes still exist on fundamental level, for example, the confusion among the concepts of ecological restoration, recover and reconstruction is affecting the development of the discipline, leading to uncertain and impractical restoration targets. Meanwhile, due to the lack of quantity...
evaluation standards and affected by local economic development and management measures [5], most restoration projects are considered to have relatively low benefits [6]. In this article, we discuss the practical meaningness of ecological degradation in terms of succession process, deviation mechanism and damage rationale, and try to clarify the similarities and differences among the concepts of ecological restoration, recover and reconstruction, and explore the timeliness and effectiveness for restoration objectives in different degradation processes.

**Mechanism of ecological degradation**

Ecological degradation is an external disturbed process in which the structure and functions of the ecosystem are damaged, retrogressive succession deviated from natural state occurs and the spontaneous recovery resilience reduces or loses.

*Retrogressive succession.* From the aspect of ecosystem succession, ecological degradation is an ecological process of retrogressive succession [7]. When the external disturbance is strong enough to exceed the threshold of the ecosystem, the resilience will be impaired and the structure and functions will change, and the ecosystem will deviate from top-level and succeed to degradation state [8].

*Deviation from natural state.* Degradation state is totally different with the natural one. With the increasing external disturbance, ecosystem will deviate from the previous development track, leading to the change of structure, process and functions, and then the bio-diversity will decrease, energy flow and information exchange will be disturbed, the bio-productivity will decrease and the mutual relationship between the living beings will also change[9].

*Damage of structure and functions.* From the aspect of damage to the ecosystem, due to external disturbance, ecosystem will go against sustainable development [10], structure and functions will be impaired, stability will decrease, the capability of anti-disturbance will also reduce. Ecosystem will gradually degrade and even vanish without manual intervened ecological restoration.

**Process of ecological degradation**

![Fig. 1 The relationship of Time between different Degradation types and Ecological Restoration](image)

Note: Time axis indicates the relative duration. $T_0$, current state for restoration; $T_1$, $T_2$, $T_3$, Future state for restoration; $T_4$, $T_5$, $T_6$, Relative time state for degradation. $E_d$ and $T_0$ indicates the current degraded ecosystem. $E_1$, $E_2$, $E_3$, $E_4$ is the state of ecosystem in $T_1$, $T_2$, $T_3$, $T_4$ respectively, in which $E_0$ means ungraded ecosystem.
Due to differences of the external pressures and the resisting capacity of the ecosystem, ecological degradation, which is different in speed and process, represents different characteristics in terms of retrogressive succession, deviation from natural state and damage to structure and functions. According to the differences in speed and tendency, the degradation processes can be classified into four categories including ecological "mutation", "jump", "gradient" and "pulse" (Fig.1).

Characteristics of different ecological succession processes, deviation mechanism and damage rationale are summarize (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Succession processes</th>
<th>Deviation mechanism</th>
<th>Damage rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Mutation”</td>
<td>Destructive retrogressive succession, irreversible</td>
<td>Deviates from original state at high speed, need rehabilitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Jump”</td>
<td>Between “mutation” and “gradient”, with increasing disturbance and degradation</td>
<td>Deviates from original state at increasing speed under increasing disturbance and degradation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Gradient”</td>
<td>Gradual retrogressive succession, the disturbance and degradation are almost constant</td>
<td>Deviates from original state at constant speed, ecosystem can be restored without external disturbance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Pulse”</td>
<td>Alternative positive and retrogressive succession, but it is degradation in total</td>
<td>Fluctuates from original state due to discontinuous disturbance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Strategies of ecological restoration under different processes of ecological degradation**

*Ecological rehabilitation under the “mutation” process.* The mutation process will lead to severe damage to ecosystem, and the extent of the degradation is far beyond its own resilience ability, therefore, manual measures must be applied to rehabilitate the ecosystem. This kind of process include the vegetation degradation caused by debris flow and volcano eruption as well as the ecological degradation caused by mining process [10], etc. Ecological rehabilitation refers to a process in which certain technologies and methods will be applied to control the dominant degradation factors and the progress manually and the internal/external information, energy and material flows will be optimized based on ecological principles in order to repair the ecosystem [11]. The duration ($T_0-T_1$) for ecological rehabilitation is relatively short, but the need for human and financial resources as well as the maintenance cost are high, since the ecosystem has severely damaged and manual intervention is inevitable.

*Ecological recovery under the “pulse” process.* The “pulse” process is caused by discontinuous external disturbance, which has different effects on the ecosystem. The degradation is determined by the strength of the disturbance when it exists and the ecosystem will recover itself when the disturbance disappear. Therefore, the ecosystem has relatively strong ability to recover and improve its functions. It is underlined that ecological recovery is a natural and integrated process which will recover the ecosystem to an ideal state [12]. The preconditions for conducting ecological recovery is that the structure and functions of the ecosystem do not have fundamental change under the external disturbance and the degradation is slight enough to be recovered by its own resilience. Therefore, ecological recovery will not depends on manual intervention but the strength of nature.
itself. Ecological recovery needs the longest time \((T_0-T_4)\) but the least cost, it depends on the own resilience of nature, but requires that the external disturbance should be controlled in the recovery process.

**Ecological engineering restoration based on “jump” process.** In the “jump” process, the degradation is accelerated due to increasing ecological pressure, the ecosystem is severely damaged and deviated from original state, therefore, manual measures are necessary for restoration. Ecological engineering restoration is to apply manual intervention measures in the restoration process in order to reduce the natural restoration time and facilitate the sound development of the ecosystem [13]. Biological restoration measures are commonly adopted and engineering technologies will be used to provide real time protection for the ecosystem [14]. For example, eco-hydrological engineering should be conducted to manage the ecological degradation caused by the construction of large-scale water resources and hydropower projects. Ecological engineering restoration needs longer time \((T_0-T_2)\) and more cost than ecological re-construction, and it is difficult to restore the ecosystem without manual intervention.

**Ecological comprehensive restoration based on “gradient” process.** The “gradient” process indicates that ecosystem gradually degrades due to continuous external pressure and it is impossible to rely on resilience to recover, therefore, manual intervention (ecological engineering) is necessary to achieve the restoration objectives. For instance, in case of farmland reclaim from mountain or lake, the degradation of native ecosystem has to be restored by manual intervention measures including returning farmland to grassland or lake. Ecological comprehensive restoration, which integrates engineering restoration and natural recover, requires longer time \((T_0-T_3)\) than ecological engineering restoration. In the first stage, manual intervention measures are adopted and then the ecosystem will recover to natural state via its own resilience.

**Discussion**

Clear objectives will be fundamental in defining the process of ecological restoration. Though most scholars think that the objective should be restoring original state or increasing bio-diversity or achieving health state of the ecosystem. We believe that the final purpose of ecological restoration is to fully develop the functions of the ecosystem, and it is not considered to be successful restoration if only the structure and composition are rebuilt, without the repair of functions [15,16]. Therefore, the objective of ecological restoration is to repair the functions of ecosystem and construct logical structure; based on different degradation processes, different protection targets should be set up in order to determine and apply the detailed measures.

Benefit evaluation, which is an important part for ecological restoration study, includes evaluation on both natural system and socio-economic system. It is recommended to add dynamic evaluation mechanism in constructing the index system and evaluate the cost of the restoration strategies. The effects of ecological restoration should be evaluated on process-cost-benefit perspectives and provide scientific basis for equitable fund distribution. We believe that indices and standards of benefit evaluation for ecological restoration will be key points in the future study.
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